In view of the present experimental mater:al, there seems to be three charge states for Vl : (1) Vl 0 : This particle has been most thoroughly investigated by many workers, and known to decay as Vl°--"p+n-+Q, Q-37 Mev. (2) V1+: This particle was discovered by the Pasadena gl'OUp.l) Vl+--"P+lt°+Q, Q-40Mev. (3) Vl -: One case was found in the cosmotroa experiments2) that seems to require' the existence of Vl -, although not conclusive. It is as yet not clear whether the isotopic spin of Vl is 1/2 or 1 or higher. We shall, however, tentatively assign it as equal to 1, since this case is of special interest. Then from the cosmotron exp,eriments,3) V4 ° or V2 0 which is tentatively, denotoo as H O should have a half integral 'isotopic spln4) . in reference to the process
If we assume that there is no doubly charged counter particle to H O , the isotopic spin of H should be 1/2. In such a case H+ and H O are treated just as proton * ,After the completion ·of this work, the authors knew in a private letter from Prof. Nambu to Prof. Hayakawa that Dr. G~ll·Mann has also developed a similar theory.
and neutron so long as We are concerned wlth their transformation properties in isotopic space. Hence the HO-particle should be described by a complex wave function as well as the charged H-particle, and we 'must distinguish between the nO'-particle and its anti-particle n°. This distinction leads to many interesting results as we shall see later.
From the above isotopic spin assignment we have the following results.
(1) The" even-odd" ruleo) is an inevitable consequence of the charge independence. If both the spin and isotopic spin of a hot palticle* are integer or half-integer we call it an even particle, whereas if only one of them is integer and the other is half-integer we call it an odd particle. The even· ~d rule holds for such an even-odd assignment of hot particles. Hence the large abundance and the striking stability of the V -particles against It-or r-decay are automatically guaranteed. Recently Pais derived this rule from his own theory of the" (j)"-space 6 ) by imposing the conservation of the (j)·-parity, while in the present work it is derived with less new elements.
(2) In production processes, we have the following conservation law valid for the charge independent and electromagnetic interactions 
where q and 13 are the total charge and the thild component of the isotop:c sp:n of the system of hot particles.
There is another conservation law, the conservation of baryons**
Since q, band ' 3 are. conserved for the charge independent and electro-magnetic interactions, we have flOm (3) and (4) n(Vl ) -ncm =b-2(q-Is) =const ..
* By a "hot particle", we mean a particle with strong nuclear interaction. ** The "balyon" is the collective name for the members of the nucleon family. This name is due to Pais., See ref. (6) .
Especially in pion-nudeus or nucleon-nucleus impacts, (2) can be written as n(V1) =n(l1) =n(lJ+, JlO)--n(fi-, fiO). (5)
It must be noticed that in cases of heavy nuclei the Coulomb effects cannot be discarded and hence the validity of the conse1'vation law for the electl'Omagnetic inte1'action is necessary.
The conservation law (5) can f01'bid many processes, e.g.
Hence the production of V-particles in nucleonnucleon collisions will be due to the processes such as
(3) S:nce the process (7) is forbidden, we may conjecture that the production of V-particles will result mainly in pion-nucleon (or nucleus) collisions rather than in nucleon-nucleon (01' nucleus) collisions at energies where the cosmic ray experiments are being performed, i.e. at about 10 Mev in the laboratory system and about 2 Mev in the centre of mass system, in conformity with the 'experimental viewpoint.7) (4) From the rarity of the q-stars produced by negative heavy mesons the Bristol gmup') conjectured that the positiveK-patticles might be much more abundant than the negat~ve ones.
Since the Vi -parti des are supposed to be more easily produced than the Jl-mesons because of the lower excitation energy fo transform a nucleon into a Vcparticle than the energy required to create a heavy II-meson, the production of Vcparticles in high energy nuclear events will occur in such a manner that n ( VI ) assumes as large a value as possible for a fixed value of ,,(11+, Jl O ) +n(fi-, iiO) +n(V1)· Then from eq. (5), we may expect n(Vl)~lI(l1+, 11 0 );pn(fi-, iiO).
(10)
If we identify the K--particles with the Jlparticles, then the conjecture of the Bristol group can be intel'preted in terms of the relation (10) . However, in the cloud chamber experiments both the positive and negative V-particles lighter than nucleon are observed comparably.!!) Thus it is an important problem to settle how many kinds of charged Vparticles are present in nature. * (5) The selection rules imposed by the charge conjugation and charge symmetrylO) cannot be applied to Jl-meson decays. Since the real and imaginal'y parts of the complex wave function of II" have opposite par;ties under charge conjugation, we cannot apply the selection rule n(v)+n(t) = odd is forbidden,
for t1'ansition among neutral Bosons, to 11°. For charged 11-particles the G T tmnsformation 10) when applied to 11 ± alters its charg~ state, so that in this case, too, we cannot apply t.he second selec, tion rule n(v) +n{t) +n(t"3}=oddis forbidden, (12) for non-radiative transitions, to IIi:.
